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Abstract: Since the birth of sports,sports group incidents have also followed. With the scale and professionalization of
sports, mass sports incidents have also occurred frequently,and gradually spread. This article analyzes and studies the
characteristics of group incidents that occur in sports activities, and takes them as the research object. through
documentary method and logical induction, using the different stages of mass incidents that occurred at home and
abroad to analyze the definition and historical evolution of mass incidents. Group sports activities according to their
nature The characteristics of medium-sized mass incidents include the suddenness of the incident, the rapidity of crowd
gathering, the spread of variation and violence, the far-reaching social impact, the complexity of the participating
groups, and the political nature of the incident. The image of the government is damaging. On this basis, corresponding
response mechanisms are proposed for mass incidents that occur in sports activities.
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1 THE DEFINITION AND EVOLUTION OF MASS INCIDENTS

Sports events in various countries are gradually integrating with the world. It not only enriches people's Amateur life,
providing people with visual enjoyment, and also becoming one of the most popular As a bridge of communication
between the two countries, mass incidents have also become more and more intense. sports groups The occurrence of
sexual incidents destabilizes social order and leaves hidden dangers to social security. In severe cases, it can lead to
family breakdown and social disorder. Appearing at sporting events Mass incidents will not only prevent sports events
from proceeding normally and smoothly, but also And it will also have a negative impact on society. For this kind of
mass incident, use Face it with a positive attitude and work effectively to solve these problems. government ministry
The door has also adopted corresponding defensive measures and political means to warn us that we must Understand
everything correctly and never let emotion defeat reason.

1.1 Definition of Domestic Mass Incidents

Regarding the analysis and definition of the term "mass incident", domestic efforts have Many scholars have gained
some insights by examining the evolution of mass incidents over time. Law. The following is the report of the Ministry
of Public Security, the General Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the research
community on the group. Opinions expressed by different understandings of sexual events.
Xiao Tangbiao believes:“The people use some mass protest activities to Express their demands and safeguard their own
interests and rights. This kind of action It is an activity that does not oppose the system but is outside the scope of the
system [1]. "Yu Jianrong explained mass incidents as:“A mass incident refers to something other than a single incident.
Individuals, but certain people are involved and do things that have no legal basis. Certain behaviors are not controlled
by law, but they will have a certain impact on social order. influence behavior [2]. "
In 2000, the Ministry of Public Security implemented the document "Public Security Organs Handle Group
Violence"According to the "Security Incident Regulations", the behavior violated the laws and regulations of the
country, disrupted and had a negative impact on society, and caused hidden dangers to public security. Behavioral
activities that endanger, harm or infringe upon citizens’ personal safety and property safety Move [1]. In 2004, China
began to have a new understanding of the definition of "mass incidents". "On Actively Preventing and Properly
Handling Group Sexual Incidents "formulated by the General Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China "Opinions on the Work of the People's Liberation Army"clearly stated:"Group incidents are caused by internal
conflicts among the people. Conflicts are triggered and the masses believe that their rights and interests have been
infringed upon, and they use illegal gatherings and containment to Express wishes, make requests and other matters to
relevant agencies or units through other methods and The series connection, gathering and other activities in its brewing
and formation process [1]. "Some scholars also believe that “Group incidents refer to those events that are intended to
satisfy some common interests or express some common collective violations of laws, regulations and Socially
regulated behavior and proposed to have a "staff size of more than 10 people "with a certain The illegal fact "has a
certain degree of harm"is a constitutive element [3]. "
Research on the concept of mass incidents in China is still somewhat vague, because Due to some legal issues and the
impact of the development of the times, there are some limitations in its definition. defect. I think mass incidents should
violate the scope of the law and be unfair appropriate behavior to express one's emotions, with a certain number of
people participating, and Behavioral activities with a certain degree of harm. Therefore, for now, we should be more
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realistic Seeking truth, being scientifically rigorous, pragmatic and innovative, and raising awareness with a more
standardized and scientific understanding Problems arise, problems are solved.

1.2 Definition of Mass Incidents Abroad

Western academic circles compare mass incidents to the category of social conflicts, mainly It also focuses on some
conflict issues that arise in society, and the content involved Including from unorganized and unplanned collective
behavior to certain organization and purpose from systematic and planned collective actions to a well-established
organizational structure and clear activities A social movement that has a dynamic purpose and can mobilize a large
amount of social resources.

1.3 Historical Evolution Of Mass Incidents

Our country’s cognitive development of the relevant attributes of mass incidents is reflected in the past 60 years In the
historical changes of 20 years, it has evolved from a simple gathering of people to make trouble and the outbreak of
unforeseen incidents to a large-scale group incident that affects public security. Reflects the change from single
classification to diversified cognition.
1.3.1 The original category of mass incidents in my country:"Mass riots"
In the mid-1950s, socialist society was at a turning point in 1956 During the period and at the critical moment when the
basic system had just been improved, a series of unforeseen events occurred. The phenomenon of harmonious
communes, such as:making trouble in the commune, withdrawing from the commune, etc. This incident caused a lot of
Many social security problems were called "mass troubles"by the party's first generation leadership collective.
trouble"or "a few people make trouble."
1.3.2 Category of mass incidents after reform and opening up:"security incidents "
From the early 1980s to the mid-to-late 1980s, the category shifted from the category of making trouble to the category
of public security. In the context of the reform era at that time, this change was the most It is first reflected in the
change in the definition of mass incidents. From "mass trouble"to into the conceptual category of “public security
incidents”, making the concept of mass incidents The definition changes from a colloquial and direct category to a legal
category. In the legal system It has been further perfected and improved in the context of a modernized society.
1.3.3 Categories of mass incidents from the late 1980s to the late 1990s:"Emergency"and "Emergency Public
Security Incident"
From the late 1980s to the late 1990s, mass incidents evolved from the public security The angle gradually shifts to that
of emergencies. For example, in 1988, group sex The concept of accident was called “emergency incident”, and in 1993
it was called “emergency mass incident”. "incident", which was renamed "emergency public security incident"in 1994
and "mass incident"in 1996. "Emergency", in the 1990s, "emergency"pervaded the government's response to mass
incidents. Cognition of social attributes of items.
1.3.4 Category of mass incidents in the 21st century:"mass incidents"
Entering the 21st century, everyone has a deeper understanding of mass incidents. Understand, realize the
transformation from single dimension to multiple dimensions, that is, the group of the 21st century Sexual incidents are
divided into four processes:"colloquial", "illegal", "rational", "Rights protection". This reflects the country’s deep
understanding and broad understanding of mass incidents. degree of cognition, and only on this basis can we plan
strategies to deal with mass incidents that occur. pieces.
Through the division of these four stages, the different stages of development in different periods can be clearly
expressed. same change process. Regarding the recognition of the attributes of mass incidents, our country has The
continuous development of history and the continuous deepening of ideological and theoretical foundations have made
the cognitive level Duan is constantly making progress and improving step by step.

2 ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF MASS INCIDENTS IN SPORTS ACTIVITIES

2.1 Sudden Incident

Faced with the increasingly complete construction of urban and rural public places, sports equipment A dazzling array
of materials. For example, some squares, playgrounds, basketball courts, etc. These places have gradually become
indispensable sports holy places for people, and sports events It has become a place where people continue to pursue
spiritual life. At the same time, sports group sports Incidents also continue to appear in people's field of vision, such as
what happened in Shaanxi in 2002 The "3.24"incident; the "9.8"incident that occurred in Beijing in the same year, etc.
According to these Sudden incidents occur frequently. According to data, from 1902 to 2000, In the past hundred years,
regarding mass incidents in sports events, including fans Riots, audience emergencies, fan violence, etc., the casualty
rate is far away Far more than traffic accidents.

2.2 Crowd Gathering Speed

According to data, if an individual has a bad mood, he will infect the bad mood to the people or groups around him one
after another. This kind of The behavior will gradually spread, strengthening the first person's emotions and behavior,
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and then gradually infection and rise. This kind of collective on specific occasions, specific events because of a certain
individual Specific emotional behaviors of individuals will continue to infect each other as the situation develops.
extension and expansion, resulting in the outbreak of group behavior, that is, the rapid gathering of group events
Aggregation. It is not difficult to see from this that when one person's impulsive psychology reacts, other people will
People with psychological identity will react in the same way, and this kind of emotional resonance will Invisibly, the
diffusion of emotions and the rapid gathering of crowds will be achieved, resulting in crowd physical events.

2.3 Spread Mutation Violence

When a mass incident occurs, it will rapidly expand with time and people’s influence. Scattered and easily mutated into
violent incidents. There is no doubt that football from start to finish It is loved by everyone and is also the number one
ball game in our country. 1960s In the 1990s, "moral panic"caused by the influence of the social environment appeared
in youth Among the group of young people, this causes them to become resistant when doing things and become
irritable. This also makes teenagers who are already in the rebellious stage prone to committing crimes. roads, leading
to increased crime rates. Fights on the football field are typical The number of violent incidents involving football
spectators has also increased dramatically. As things develop, It happens not only in the game, but also outside the
game or before the game, but it is likely to happen. The highest rate is after the game.

2.4 Far-reaching Social Impact

In 2009, a few months before the World Cup in South Africa, An unexpected mass incident occurred. The police
stepped forward to maintain order When they stopped some black people, they were not afraid and even got into a fight
with the police. The police then used instruments to forcefully stop the group of black men. Later I learned about the
incident Riots to stop government investment in refurbishing football stadiums hosting World Cup During the
development, one rioter Rivoli believed:“The government can spend money on maintaining Can't you give us the
money to repair the stadium? If our needs cannot be met Otherwise, the World Cup cannot be held smoothly. "Indeed,
in the following months, various Various riots, protests, strikes, demonstrations and other behaviors are like waves, one
after another. One wave, continuous, more and more frequent, the severity of the incident has been Continue until the
end of the World Cup. These actions not only have a negative impact on South Africa's own society Economic interests
have an impact, and it also has an impact on South Africa's international status.

3 CONCLUSION

Analyze mass incidents from both domestic and foreign aspects. Compared with foreign countries, domestic The
research started later, and the definition of mass incidents is not as complete as that abroad. Good and clear, but leaves
something to be desired. Mass incidents in sports activities Mainly due to the sudden outbreak of events, rapid crowd
gathering, and the spread of mutated violence Sex, far-reaching social influence, and complexity of participating groups
are the main characteristics.
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